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robert millet and joseph mcconkie have undertaken the
ambitious project of explaining in 144 pages that history of his-
tories the election of and covenant with the house of israel by
the god of abraham isaac and jacob the book attempts to
chronicle the rise of israel to eminence in the premortal realm the
covenant of god with abraham the loss and restoration of
that covenant the scattering and gathering of israel covenant peo-
ple in ancient america the lost tribes and the consummation of
theindividualthe individual and collective endeavors of members of the house
of israel in the millennial age drawing heavily on the teachings of
bruce R mcconkie the authors have as their central thesis the
claim that the house of israel is a people called prepared and cho-
sen to be a light to others

the strengths of this book include discussions about the bib-
lical understanding of the intimate nature of the covenantal rela-
tionshiptionship between the lord and his people 34 37 temples as
11 sacral11sacral space 120 22 the people of covenant as a lightfightbight to the
nations 62 and the sacrament as a covenantal meal 95 96
in discussing this last topic the authors add insights into LDS cel-
ebrationsebrations of the lords supper by drawing upon the work of bibbbibli-
cal scholars informed by historicalcriticalhistorical critical methodologies

this book however can be rather difficult fare due to a
priestly writing style and some verbatim redundancies 2 dogmatic
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assertions 3 and insider debates about mormon esoterica 41 the text
frequently appeals to the fears of those readersreaders55 who are con-
cerned that church members may fall prey to would be leaders
91 unstable views 99 and other aspects of the apostasy 13

and concludes that the gentile nations and sadly many latter
day saints sin against the fulnessfalness of the gospel and reject its bless-
ings 86 without factual support the effects of this style of
argument are coercion of assent by stigmatization and diversion
of the readers attention from the avowed purposes of the book

at first glance the principal assertions of our destiny appear
consistent with certain traditional LDS concepts of election
covenant dispensations and religious identity closer examina-
tion however reveals flaws in interpretation argumentation and
use of historical sources A negative view of the jews and a distinct
chauvinism mar the pages of our destiny readers should ask
what the effects would be on both mormon thought and church
practice if these attitudes were to prevail

speculative interpretation of scripture

the book uses a number of scriptures in ways that can be
supported only by tendentious readings or by appeals to private
noncanonical interpretations for example colossians 15 is cited
as proof that gospel principles were taught to us and understood
by us long before we were born 22 but colossians 15 is part of
pauls greeting to the christian community in colossaecolossalColossae the com
munitysmunitys faith in christ and love for all the saints col 14
are the causes for the apostles praise not virtues acquired in pre-
mortal life or reserved for the saints in the life to come

our destiny often employs an esoteric interpretive proce-
dure to explicate scriptural texts and make authoritative pro-
nouncementsnouncements for example the book claims without canonical
justification that the lord called abraham to leave ur that the
bloodline may be kept pure 44 this claim does not conform
with the accounts in genesis and in abraham 26 which say

nothing about bloodline similarly there is no evidence for the
claims that ephraimitesEphraimites are to be found on the frontier of move-
ments that bring freedom 48 and that abraham was baptized
and given the priesthood before receiving the covenant of
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circumcision and promise 4543 44 although this point can be
supported by a presentist logic no passage in the standard
works states that this was so our destiny introduces many inter-
esting ideas but sometimes at the expense of caution 6

finally the book uses noncanonical oral tradition and certain
apocryphal literature to substantiate its preoccupation with con-
sanguineous marriage and priesthood authority for example the
book conjectures that asenath whom joseph married in egypt
was a shemite princess descended from hyksos invaders of
egypt and thus fit breeding stock for an israelite 45 but there is
no evidence that asenath was of hyksos descent or that the
hyksos were an ethnically pure semitic group 7 rather her name
means belonging to or the servant of the goddess neith 8 the
underlying message here is that race lineage and intermarriage
were not determinative factors for the prophetic or priesthood
authority of either joseph or josephs posterity asenath embraced
the faith of her husband conversion not racial consanguinity
was the essential ingredient in this story

although these are sometimes minor problems they surface
throughout the book and thus erode its credibility contextual and
contradictory evidence is occasionally disallowed or simply set
aside while speculative tales claim heroic deeds for putative
israelites and questionable views proliferate about privileged blood

standing behind these problems lies a difficult methodologi-
cal task for latter day saint scholars namely articulating the pur-
pose and status of a written canon of scripture and its relationships
to pronouncements of living prophets in addition this written
canon of scripture must be compared to statements by other gen-
eral authorities to the influence of the spirit of revelation to
details in noncanonical texts to the implications of logic and
to other such factors such issues are not addressed in our des-
tiny an unexamined method of interpretation if it appeals ulti-
mately to any extracanonical written authority or wrests selected
passages of scripture from their contextual base and then reads
them against a more overt historical or literal sense of written
scripture can contribute to an erosion of the readers confidence
in the standard measure of scripture and can lead to a proliferation
of private noncanonical and idiosyncratic readings
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A negative view of the jewish people and of judaism

while this book includes some positive statements about the
jews overall it tends to present a negative judgment about the sta-
tus ofjews as a covenant people and about jewish religious expe-
rience during the past two thousand years our destiny portrays
the jews at the time of jesus as being preoccupied with lineage
26 27 and land 72 108 126 resenting and snubbing gentiles
26 rejecting the gospel and forsaking the abrahamic covenant

they were lost as to their identity as covenant representatives
and have since been scattered for apostasy 67 the book claims
that the jewish people became as the world and the lord then
11 allowed israel to suffer 109 exiled and scattered upon the
face of the earth they were no longer truly the seed of abraham
27 yet paradoxically they symbolized all the house of israel
67 formed false churches and substituted rabbis for
prophets and traditions for scripture 109

most jews according to our destiny have mistakenly
believed there is something spiritual redemptive or scriptural
about their political gathering to and creation of the state of
israel 72 7573 quoting bruce R mcconkie actually the book
asserts title to covenant 89 land 127 and hence the rights to
abrahamic lineage will be restored to the jewish people only
when they join the church 98 indeed the book claims that
the jews will enlist with those who have not been obliterated
at the time of the lords second coming to constitute the universal
church in the millennial age that time when every living soul on
earth will belong to the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 134 quoting bruce R mcconkie

this list of negative judgments about jews and judaism runs
consistently through the pages of our destiny in effect the book
is strongly aligned with a tradition articulated by some early
church leaders sidney rigdon oliver cowdery and others
who viewed the relationship between mormonscormons and jews in the
classic terms of traditional christian anti jewish theology this
theology established and maintained for eighteen hundred years
by the doctors of christendom purchased exclusive covenantal
status for the churches of christ at the price of displacing the jew-
ish people as heirs and witnesses of the covenant 9 according to
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this supersessionistsupersessionist doctrine that christians succeeded jews as

the lords covenant people apostate old israel had forfeited
its covenantal rights to the universal church of christ whose mem-
bers now constituted the new israel of god

from the second century down to our own this theological
triumph has been employed to justify enactment of forced con-

versions vilification of jews and judaism by rank and file chris-
tians prohibitive social and economic legislation in both canon
and civil laws establishment of ghettoesghettoes expulsions and martyr-
dom of millions of innocent people it is a shameful story 10

but supersessionismsupersessionism does not exhaust the options available to
latter day saints that the jewish people are the seed of abraham
and still heirs to the glory and the covenants and the service
of god and the promises rom 94 5 is clear from the writings of
paul rom 111 29 the mystery paul celebrates with his gentile
converts is not the displacement of the jews by the church rather
it is the adoption of gentiles into the household of israel through
the gentiles faith in christ which adoption fulfills the covenant of
god to abraham that he would be the father of many nations 11

in contrast to cowdery and rigdon other LDS leaders
including joseph smith parley PR pratt and orson hyde have seen
the jewish people as truly the seed of abraham 27 parley pratt
declared with considerable historical sense and clarity that jews
had resisted conversion and faced martyrdom because they would

not move one step to the standard that is not abrahams nor
from the everlasting covenant of their fathers 37 when orson
hyde embarked on his nonproselytizingproselytizingnon mission to the children
of abraham residing in european cities and in jerusalem he com-
municatedmunicated and met with jews and blessed the land for the return
of the jewish people words and deeds that were unprecedented
in nearly eighteen hundred years of encounters between chris-
tians and jews 12 these positive strands of LDS thought toward the
jews are conspicuously absent from the pages of our destiny evi-
dence concerning encounters between mormonscormons and jews seems
to be selected on the basis of whether it agrees with the theoreti-
cal construct of christian supersession

this underlying theory dictates that the contemporary gath-
ering to what became the state of israel by jews from around the
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world be viewed merely as a political secular nonredemptiveredemptivenon
phenomenon in fact according to the book this assembling to
the palestinian nation of israel is not the gathering of judah at

all people ofjewish ancestry are merely rehearsing a minor pre-
lude to the real gathering that is to come 72 73

however in the latter day saint tradition one learns ofjosephofjoseph

smiths invocation that from this hour march 27 183611836
the yoke of bondage be broken and the children of
judah begin to return to the lands given to abraham their
father dacdagd&c 10962 64 in addition widespread support was
given by mormonscormons to early zionist aspirations expressed in edito-
rials like the following we hope steps willwin be taken for the
full emancipation of the jews in all the civilized nations and that
something will be done leading to the future occupation and
redemption of the land prophecy points to this as one of the
certain events of the latter times 111313

our destiny asserts that jews have become as the world
and have forsaken the true covenant of abraham 109 however
jewish history and experience demonstrate that the terms of
covenant community identity and autonomous religious legiti-
macy continue among the jews in the covenant of circumcision
gen 1710 14 torah recitation and study daily prayer celebra-

tion of covenant festivals observation of divinely sanctioned moral
and liturgical duties eighteen hundred years of spiritual and intel-
lectual reflection on the covenant the martyrdom of millions for
the sanctification of gods name kiddush hashemha shem and the
recitation by tens of millions every day for four thousand years of
hear 0 israel the lord our god is one lord and thou shalt love

the lord thy god with all thine heart and with all thy soul and
with all thy might beutdeut 64 6 14

even the teachings of our own tradition acknowledge the
facts of israels covenantal witness in reference to this joseph
smith spurned theoretical abstractions of traditional christian anti
judaism and affirmed that the jewish people inculcate attendance
on divine worship and manifest to any disinterested reader true
piety real religion and acts of devotion to god 11515 george A smith
having returned from palestine in 1873 asserted that the jewish
people still maintain their identity as the seed of abraham
they are a living record of the truth of the revelations of god 31671616
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since the jewish people are still of the seed of abraham lineage
and returning to the lands of their inheritance are not contingent
upon their joining the LDS church 98 jews have no reason to
seek for nor wait upon our permission to be what they are in fact

finally our destiny concludes that the jews must join the
church or be destroyed with the unrighteous 131 34 while
several LDS writers have agreed with this strand of christian apoc-
alypticism brigham young on three occasions corrected erro-
neous expectations that all the inhabitants of the earth will join
the church in the millennium by calling those who held these
false mistaken 31711717 the andhopes egregiously reflecting on mystery
splendor of natural and human diversity as well as on the law of
free agency brigham young said that jews and gentiles will not
be obliged to belong to the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints neither in the millennial nor distant ages to come 18

in other words members of the church have an alternative
to supersessionismSupersessionism paul celebrated the adoption of the gentiles
into the covenant household of abraham through faith in christ
without at the same time displacing the jews mormon prophets
and apostles have placed emphasis on the living witness of
covenant israel including the jewish people hoping thereby to
learn more of the maker and the meaning of covenant in these lat-
ter days it may be well to remember the wisdom of the prophet
jacob for the people of the lord are they who wait for him for
they still wait for the coming of the messiah 2 ne 613

racial and religious chauvinism

frequently citing bruce R mcconkie and others our destiny
argues that those individuals who comprise the house of israel
were elected due to their premortal faithfulness and spiritual
capacity 17 were segregated out from their fellows 17 and
were foreordainedforeordained to come to earth through a designated chan-
nel 17 to occupy positions of lineage and station 18 in this
life and enjoy greater spiritual endowments than their fellows

19 they are born with believing blood 19 royal blood 66
which makes it easier for them to believe than it is for the gen-
erality of mankind 19 they are endowed at birth with spiritual
talents 19 and a predisposition to receive the truth 66
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in addition the authors contend that since literal blood
descent from abraham delivers the right to the gospel the
priesthood and the glories of eternal life 143 rights by blood
descent are crucial for the exercise of legitimate authority to estab-
lish and maintain the church 5522 5555 they claim that such author-
ity is rooted securely since the churchechurchs early leaders were all of
one stock 53 sharing with joseph smith a pure blood strain
from ephraim 54 quoting utah genealogical and historical
magazine they are pure blooded israeliteisraelites s 86 this teach-
ing they assert is to be taken literally 52 it is neither myth nor
metaphor 143 one is left wondering however what this doc-
trine amounts to today for the book also says nor should those
who are not directly descended from israel who join the church
feel in any way less than chosen 143 italics added perhaps
clearer definitions of what is meant by the idea of a covenant or
chosen people 2 italics added would make the books position
less ambiguous

while recognizing that modernmodem people may see this doctrine
as racist sexist or exclusivist our destiny rejects the egalitar
ian sounding views of such people on the grounds that such posi-
tions are doctrinally defenseless and even potentially hazardoushazardofazardous
18 the authors however do not grapple with the implications

of this doctrine especially in light of the momentous 1978 revela-
tion in official declaration 2 the book begins by worrying that
doctrines about royal blood and believing blood in recent

years have been untaught and ignored 1 perhaps the revela-
tion of 1978 explains that shift

moreover other factors raise further questions genetic
research shows that intensive endogamy practiced in pursuit of a
pure blood strain is biological suicide it results in deleterious
genes which introduce incidences of disease imbecility and infer-
tility otherwise checked by exogamic reproduction in any event
pure blood strains are probably a myth the distinguished jewish
historian raphael patai observed if by pure we mean uniform
then it is unlikely that pure races of man ever existed 19

from genealogical science statistics attest that the entire
human family is lineally and genetically related most geneticists
are in agreement guy murchie has written that no human can
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be less closely related to any other human than approximately
fiftieth cousin and most of us are a lot closercloser2020 it is virtually
certain murchie concluded that you that is all readers are a
direct descendant of abraham 21

this books use of william J cameron as an authority on
these issues and its reference to him as a wise man 22 is even
more troubling william cameron 1875 1955 was the editor of
henry fords dearborn independent a weekly publication whose
columns in the 1920s and 1930s contained some of the most vile
antisemitismanti semitism ever to be published in this country 22 ninety one
issues of the independent hammered away at the theme of an
international jewish conspiracy jews were blamed for every-
thing from communism to jazz immorality and short skirts 7123112323

albert lee has identified cameron as the author of most of the
antisemiticanti semitic articles 11224I1 his writings became the bible of the ger-
man anti semites including adolf hitler 2515 in 1928 cameron left
the independent to become editor of destiny the official publica-
tion of the anglo saxon federation of america well known for its
antisemitismanti semitism racism and nativism he maintained that jesus was
not a jew and the jews as we know them are not the true sons
of israel it was the anglo saxons who descended from the ten lost
tribes of israel 31211121322126 to associate even slightly with cameron is
unconscionable in the international church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 27

more meaningful and abiding criteria than race or blood exist
for citizenship in the household ofabraham isaac and jacob hap-
pily our destiny does not completely ignore these religious
dimensions unfortunately and probably unintentionally the
authors leave the distinct impression that membership based on
conversion without the benefit of believing blood is second rate
because of their heavy emphasis on bloodline

however their statements on privilege cannot be success-
fully reconciled with those concerning equality in the house of
israel in deuteronomy the prophet reminds israel that its god is

faithful and keepethkeenethkeepeth covenant and mercy with them that love
him and keep his commandments to a thousand generations
beutdeut 79 2821 paul wrote that all who have and act with faith in the
god ofabraham the same are the children ofabraham gal 37
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gentile christians former heathensathensheathershe gal 38 uncertain and
insecure about their covenantal identity because the jewish peo-
ples claim to abraham is so strong in comparison are told by the
apostle not to fear if ye are christs then are ye abrahams seed
and heirs according to the promise gal 329 the earth is the
lords he hath made of one blood all nations of men acts 1726

if we are all of one blood and virtual descendants every one
of us of father abraham then claims to lineage and station 18

nobility 48 and rights by virtue of a select blood strain 54
are at best specious and quite irrelevant in todays church Is it
possible that just when the LDS community is emerging from eth-
nic linguistic and geographical parochialism to become a world-
wide religion that our destiny would unwittingly turn us back

steven epperson is assistant professor of history brigham young university

NOTESnoyes

for example be it remembered 13 forsakes and eschews 65
komparecompare repetitions on pages 2 and 85 as well as 72 and 116

3theathethe great issue described by nephi is not translation but transmission
6 do we know that the written testimony was byjohnby john the baptist 7 did the

jews of jesus day all know that all true servants of the lord come baptizing
12 Is it true that as with the individual so also with persons and nations G155

the authors even dubiously put words into the lords mouth 26
4foriforfor example one mighty and strong 136 the authors also make fre-

quent use of passages from the joseph smith translation without explaining their
context or significance

5thesethese ad metumgetum arguments are instances of fallacies of substantive dis-
traction whose purpose is to shift attention from a reasoned argument to other
things which are irrelevant to the case at hand david hackett fischer histori-
ansansfallaciesfallacies toward a logic of historical thought new york harper and
row 1970 282306282 306

fortoreor example what does the word organized mean when abraham saw
the intelligences that were organized before the world was abr 322 or when

father in heaven organized the human family it may or may not mean the kind
of stratification that millet and mcconkie mention 16 also in this connection
they speak absolutely of everyones foreordination to lineage and family 17

but president harold B lee was more tentative these rewards were seemingly
promised 18 italics added
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7hyksoshyksosHyksos in the interpreters dictionary of the bible 4 vols nashville
abingdon 1962 2667

asenath interpreters dictionary of the bible 1247 48 see also ase-
nath in the anchor bible dictionary ed david noel freedman new york
doubleday 1992 1476 the alien status ofofasenathasenath is underlined in a text from
around the time of christ that depicts joseph as saying it is not meet that a god
fearing man should kiss a woman of a strange people who blesses dead and
unprofitable idols and eats the putrid bread of idolatry which chokes the soul
of man who drinks the libations of deceit and anoints herself with the oil of
destruction quoted in louis ginzberg the legends of thejewsrhethe tewsjewstems philadelphia
jewish publication society 1910 2172

9seeaseeee james D G dunn the partings of the ways between christianity
and judaism and their significance for the character of christianity phila-
delphia trinity press international 1991 john gager the origins of anti-
semitism attitudes towardtowardjudaismjudaism in pagan and christian antiquity new
york oxford university press 1983 david P efroymson the patristic con-
nectionnection in antisemitism and the foundations of christianity ed alan davies
new york paulist 1979 9811798 117 paul M van buren A christian theology of

the people israel pt 2 of A theologyTheologV of the jewish christian reality new
york seabury 1983 1 42 charlotte klein antijudaism in christian theol-
ogy trans edward quinn philadelphia fortress 1978 james parkes the con-
flict of the church and the synagogue A study in the origins of antisemitism
new york atheneumathenaeumAtheneum 1979 and gavin 1I langmuir history religion andantoandantiand anti-

semitism berkeley university of california press 1990
james parkes conflict of the church and the synagogue jeremy cohen

thebe friars and the jews the evolution of medieval anti judaism ithaca cor-
nell university press 1982 heiko A oberman the roots of antisemitismanti semitism in
the age of the renaissance and the reformation trans james I1 porter philadel-
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howard new york schocken 1974 jacob katz from prejudice to destruc-
tion antisemitismanti semitism 170019331700 1933 cambridge harvard university press 1980
lucy S dawidowicz the war against the jews 1933 1945 new york holt
rinehart and winston 1975 and raul hilberg the destruction of the euro-
peanpeanjewsjemsjews chicago quadrangle 1961 new york holmes andandmeieranameiermeiermeler 1985 for
two works that demonstrate that christians did not have to acquiesce to or par-
ticipate in political economic or theological discrimination against jewish
people see philip friedman their brothers keepers new york holocaust
library 1978 and philip P halliehauiehaulehaele lest innocent blood be shed the story of the
village ofieofleofle chambon and how goodness happened there new york harper
and row 1979

lloyd gaston paul and the torah in antisemitism and the founda-
tions of christianity 487148 71 van buren christian theology of the people
israel 277 83 the supersessionistsupersessionist theology of millet and mcconkie leads them
into tendentious readings of many scriptures for example acts 1724 26
romans 96796 7 3 nephi 2114222114 22

12steven12steven epperson mormonscormons and jews early mormon theologies of
israel salt lake city signature books 1992 139 72

13 13deseretdeseret news september 10 1879 502
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robertrobertmM seltzer jewish people jewish thought the7 bejewishjewish experience
in history new york macmillan 1980 dispels the severely limited and inac-
curate picture of the jewish people and judaism offered in our destiny

15times and seasons 3 june 1 1842 810
journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards 1855 86

16103 7 220 21 hereafter cited asjdnsjdnojd
JD7jd 11275 2316 17 see also 12274

18while brigham young based this view on john 142 in my fathers
house are many mansions allowing in that house different classes of
mankind requiring a classification and an arrangement into societies and com-
munitiesmuni ties JD 11275 he did not explain the differences that may exist amidst
that variety of people in gods mansions he did however insist upon their dif-
ference distinction and duration to all eternity

19raphael patai and jennifer patai the myth of the jewish race rev ed
detroit wayne state university press 1989 16

10guyguy murchie quoted in alex shoumatoff the mountain of names new
yorker may 13 1985 60

shoumatoff the mountain of names 60
22ernest volkman A legacy of hate antisemitismanti semitism in america new

york franklin watts 1982 33
23harold E quinley and charles Y glock antisemitismanti semitism in america new

york free press 1979 168
2albertalbertaalbert lee henry ford and rhethethejewstewsjewstems new york stein and day 1980 19

15 edwin black the anti ford boycott midstream A monthly jewish
review 32 january 1986 394139 41 robert wistrich noted that the international
jew was highly praised by adolf hitler and widely distributed in german trans-
lation by the nazi party fords paper written and edited by cameron had
depicted the jews as a universally corrupting influence from liberalism
unionism and bolshevism to negro jazz music one can see why hitler once told
an american reporter 1 I regard heinrich sic ford as my inspiration standing
behind and supplying ford with his public antisemiticanti semitic discourse was william
cameron robert S wistrich antisemitism the7 be longest hatred newnewyorkyork pan-

theon 1991 118 19
16lee henry ford and the jews 88 see also james H anderson gods

covenant race from patriarchal times to the present salt lake city deseret
news 1944 288 304 307

17for more information on the racial fallacy and the historic relationship of
racism and antisemitismanti semitism in america see robert singerman the jew as racial
alien the genetic component of american antisemitismanti semitism in antisemitismanti semitism in
american history ed david A gerber urbana university of illinois press

19861031986 103 28
2forifor28for a bracing antidote for religious chauvinism see yeshayahu leibowitz

judaism human values and the jewish state ed eliezer goldman trans
eliezer goldman and others cambridge mass harvard university press 1992
1062220913106log106222220922 20913209 13
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